+ Virginia Housing Property
Creating a dynamic waste solution for

a Multi-Family property in Alexandria, VA.
Multiple families means multiplied waste. And a clean and efficient living environment is important
to your residents and will have an impact on who renews their lease and who moves in.
Typical Multi-Family property waste issues include overflow, missed collections, and overpaying, wrapped up in a lack of insight and
transparency.
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This Multi-Family Property (who would like to remain anonymous) was searching for something better: more transparency, more
accuracy, and less noise and traffic at a lower cost.
Traditional waste services conduct collections on a fixed schedule and a fixed route, based only
on vague predictions. Eager to avoid overflow and litter, the property requested as many
collections as they could: collections on every container, six days a week.
To combat this, Enevo provided its data-driven, custom waste services. Our patented sensor
measures dumpster fill levels while advanced analytics software studies and predicts waste
behavior, ensuring that dumpsters are only collected when they need to be. Then our dynamic
routing technology creates a collection route that drives the fewest number of miles while
avoiding overflow, increasing efficiency and sustainability. When we make fewer collections,
costs decrease. We then track progress and savings on our analytics portal and share the results
with our customers.

The Results
Once dumpsters were equipped with sensors, they immediately began collecting data and adjusting services accordingly. In just
3 months, Enevo’s technology and seasoned waste professionals were able to drastically decrease collections, reduce costs, and
lessen noise and traffic in the community.
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We’re proud of that 12.5% savings. With Enevo, waste services don’t skip a beat — they just get better and cost less. Our technology
creates truly dynamic waste solutions, with every decision rooted in data.

Questions? Just give us a call. (844) 363 - 8687 | accounts@enevo.com

